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For some twenty years my main experimentation has not been within the
field of retinal clectrophysiology and my interests have shifted to problerns of
motor control, chielly muscular sense organs and quantitativc properties of
firing motoneurones. For this reason my Lecture will be as retrospcctive as
the Au,ard and deal with the re-birth of retinal studies that was inspired
by the increasing accessibility of elcctronic equipment from the mid-twenties
onwards. BeIore this era vision was chiefly studied by psychophysical methods.

These had led to well-established correlations betwecn perceptions of e.g.
colour. luminosity etc. and physically definecl entities within the c.g.s. sysrem
of units. But in 1926 Adrian and Zotterman, using the affcrent ner\re of
a stretch rcceptor in a frog muscle. had shown that it was possible by amplification to record the impulses in single nerve fibres and in 1927-192g Adrian
and Rachel Matthews pubiished thcir important experiments with the mass
discharge in the long optic nerve ol the Conger eel. Evidently the electrophysiological approach was the one now destined to pave the way for a deeper
understanding of how this, our noblest sense organr had organizecl its inter_
pretation of the world of light, form and colour.
Frithiof Ilolmgren (1831 ,1897) at Uppsala, who in 1865 discovered the
electrical response of the retina to light, the electroretinogram (ERG) of
the prescnt day, had realized that many problems of vision could be analyzed
by u,hat he called his "method of objectivating the impressions on the retina,,,
but amplilication with the aid of the vacuum tube gave this general idea
quite a different dimension. It was-Lord Adrian said-as if we had got a
new very powerlul microscope to work rvith.
The basic idea of my own approach was formed during my study of Ram6n
y Cajal's (1894) classical description of the retina as a ,,true nervous centre,,,

as clarified by his silver-stain preparations and likewise suggcsted by its
cmbryological development from the brain. It seemed to me likely that
psychophysical data might with some profit to the field be translatable into
neurological equivalents, a.nd, so, in 1928 I went to the laboratory of Sir
Charles Sherrington at Oxford in order to learn something about nervous
centres. A Iew years ago it gave me great pleasure to .r,r,rite an appraisal
(Granit. 1966) of this eminent physiologist and the concepts he bequeated to
posterity. Sheffington and Adrian shared the medical Nobel prize in 1952.

At the Johnson Foundation for Medical Physics of the University of Pennsylvania I made an attcmpt to put this general program into practice by
a psychophysical technique and to this end chose the fusion frequency of a
flickering light that is proportional to the logarithm of stimuius intensity
(Ferry-Porter lar,r). This r,,.as done because I \ /anted an absolute measure of
whether an excitatory state ros. or fell instead of the relative one by the
customary psychophysical technique comparing trvo half-fields. It tas thus
assumed that at least to a first approximation the intensity of retinal excitation
would be measurcd by the fusioli flequency. Very much later (1952) Christina
Enroth in a thesis lrom thc Nobcl Institute showed that the fusion frequency
of the impulsr s lrorn single retinal ganglion cells was in fact proportional to
thcir impLrlse lrequency. Houever, at the time (1929 1931), by use of this
hypothcsis, it proved possible to demonstrate facilitation bctu,ccn small flickering light spots separated by a u,eakly illurlinatecl background (Granit, 1930;
Granit ancl Flarper', 1930) and to shou' that the fusion frequcncy u,ithin limits
was proportional to the alea illurninated. These effects colresponded to the
excitablility changcs rneasurccl bv Adrian al]d Matthe\,s (1928) in similar
expelimeDts using the mass clischargc frorn the eel's optic nerve as indicator.
With adjacent lields at clilfcrcnt Ievels of brightness the fusiorl frequency rose
in the brighter and Iell in the darker field (Graham and Granit. 1931). a fact
interpreted as dcmonstrating a mechanism of contrast. "The theoretical
significance of the observation scems to be that rhe inhibitory s,vstcm is excitcd
relalively morc and more as the intelsit], of the excitatory process in a group
of neurones increases. Consequentlv the inhibitor-y effect passing from the
more stimulatccl area to the adjaccnt less stimulated area u,ill be greater
than the inhibitory cffect passing in the opposite dircction" (p. 671). Today
this souncls like a description oI Hartline's (19.t9, and This Volume) latcral
inhibition it the Limulus e1,c or of recurrcnt inhibition in the motoneurones,
as measured by Granit and Renkin (1961).
By these findings I rvas convincccl that psychophvsics could bc translated
into neurology but psychopliysics rvas as strange a subject to neurologists as
u,as ncurology to psychophysicists and so the implicatiolrs of this rvork fell
between two chairs. Only the phvsiologists wcre understanding listeners.
I ncxt decided to takc up the electroretinogram and thcreafter to rent3in
rvithin physiology. The complex ERG h;Ld to be split into components, a piece
of u'ork begun at Oxford (Granit, 1933), and the analysis established by
various means, since greatly improved upon, served as a starting point for
much \,\,oi.k up to the present day (sec summary by Brown, 1966). In a thesis
from the Nobcl Institute co-operating uith the Ophthalmologicai Clinic of
the Caroline Institute, Karpe (1945) made electroretinography a useful
clinical method, no\{adays considerably developed and employed all over the
world. Frithiof Holmgren, who ali{,ays rvas very keen on applied physiology,
would have been pleased if he had lived to see this development.
Although the ERG was a mass response from the whole retina it proved
possible with its aid to take a few definite steps forwards on the road to*.ards
a retinal neurophysiology. A slow cornea-positive component (PI) was found
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not to cause any impulse activity in the optic nerve, another, faster comPonent
of similar sign (PII) mimicked the mass discharge with its rise at onset (oneffect) and cessation (off-effect) of illumination. Very definitely it could be
shown (Granit and Riddell, 193.1) that the ERG altered uith light and dark
adaptation in such a manner that it \,,as impossible to understand the processes
involved in adapation on a purely photochernical basis, the prevailing notion
of the day. After some further work I came to the conclusion that the light
adapted eye makes more use of inhibition, which was assumed to be relatively
more important for cone projections within the retina.
However, to me at the time (in Helsingfors) the greatest problem of all was
how to prove inhibition to be prescnt in the retina itself. Both the design of
this organ as rvell as the findings r,vith the flicker method, mcntioned above,
suggestcd that under some, as yet unknou,n, circumstances impulses in the
optic nerve might be stopped by light. 'Ihe ERG suggested an approach to this
question. Since the discharge corrclated with a cornea-positive electricai
deflexion, might not the opposite cornea-negative deflexion. obtained when a
flash was superimposed on the off-effect, indicate inhibition? This cffect had
been studied by Granit and Riddell (1934) in great dctail By recording the
mass discharge in the optic nerve together with the ERG, this surmise was
verified. There was the postulated inhibition (Granit and Therman, 193'1,
1935). Very few, if any later experiments have given me such delight. With
my background in the physiology of the central nervous system, acquired in
Sherrington's laboratory, I now knew for certain that the details of the visual
image were elaborated by the interplay of excitation and inhibition in the
nervous centre of the retina itself. Hartline (1935. 1938, and This Volume),
by his elegant method oI splitting single fibres in the oPtic neNe, soon found
any amount oI inhibition and so did we, u,hen, somewhat later (see below), our
microelectrode stuclies of the retina permitted isolation of single fibrcs. With
this technique I later went on to show that the 'on' and 'off' components of
the discharge were mutually exclusive when they werc made to clash (Granit,
19,t9, 1951) and held this to be a "belated vindication of the esscntial truth
of Hering's contention that there are two fundamental processes of opposite
character in the rctina" (Granit, 1955, p. 78).
The follou,ing quotation from "Sensory Mcchanisms of the Retina" (1947),
written in 1943, shou,s how-the problem of form discrimination u'as forrnulated
at that time: "The accurate appreciation of contour, in paiticular, must be due
to minute lluctuations of the eye balls resulting in on- and off-effects as well
as sudden inhibitions of the latter" (p. 168). Thc important role of the eye
movements (Ditchburn and Ginsborg, 1952; Ratliff, i952) has since been
demonstratcd experimentally in several papers. Off-impulses do not require
complete cessation of light. A diminution oI brightness suflices. Thus, because
of the minute fluctuations of the eye bulb, the contour between two differcnt
levels of brightness acquires a life oI its own created by the interPlay of
excitation and inhibition at'on' and 'off'. No more need be said in order to
show why the experimental establishment of retinal inhibition seemed so
decisive a step to\a'ards a retinal neurophysiology capable of interpreting visual
'll-683044. Gra,it,

events. It is u,ell l<nown that for several years the leading theme of single-fibre
work with thc retina has been thc effects of the intelllav of excitation and

inhibition.
So many things appeared tempting to study at the time that

it was difficult
to choose. I ncxt fell for thc temptation to analyze the relation bctr,r.een the
amount of rhodopsin and the sensitivity of thc dark adapted eye. In his valuable
thcsis frorli my laboratory at Helsingfors Zewi (1939) had shown that the
total amorint of rhodopsin could be e\tractcd from a pair of frog eyes ,"vith an
average 2lccuracy of .I /a *,hen left and right eyes of 9 animals were comparcd.
Our basic experimcnt (Granit, Flolmberg ar.rd Zewi, 1938) demonstrated that
spectral lights betv/een the u,avelensths 4700 and 5850 A. nhich rver.e so rvcak
that they could not bleach a rhodopsin solution tested at 5000 A, nevertheless
reduccd the electroretinographically mcasured sensitivity of eyes cxposed
to them by as much as 7+ to 56 % depending upon the rvavelength choscn.
Thc non-exposed eye then scrved as control. The rccent work of Donner
and Reuter (1967) suggests an explanation: they have shown that metarhodopII, one of the intermediary proclucts of bleaching rhodopsin (see Wald,s

sin

Lecture, This Volumc) is likely to triggcr a negative feedback depressing the
sensitivity of the rods. This effect is probably responsible for the unduly
neglected findings of Elenius (1958) with shortJasting light adaptations of
the rabbit's eye.
Another temptation was, of courseJ the mechanism of wavelength reception.
This problem was then merely a branch of colour psychophysics and Hecht
(1931), who had the enviable gift of always being plausible, had developed
a tiichromatic theory according to which there were, to be sure, three types
of cones, but overlapping very closely in spectral distribution of sensitivity, as
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of the primades V, G and R, according to the hypothesis of
S. Hecht (Bulletin No. 4 oI the Howe Laboratory of Ophthatmolosy, Harvard Univ.
Pre.s, l9il).
Spectra.l distribution
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shown in Fig. 1. The element of plausibility came from his thorough mathematical elaboration of the theory to explain a number of well known, prccise
psychophysical observations on colour. To a neurological approach, irowever,
the idea of wavelength discrimination being based on the clifferences between
the narrow fringes of the three cuwes oI Fig. 1, appeared to raise such formidable demands on the internal machinery of the retina that it scemed more
reasonable to assume Hecht to be wrong. As a niatter of fact, our earliest
experiments rvith the ERG elicited by spectral lights (Granit and Wrede, 1937)
shou,ed in unmistakable ternN that there hacl to be substances in thc retina
r'r,ith absorption spectra in dilferent bands of naveiength r,videly apart.

At Helsingfors (Granit and Svaetichin, 193g) rve then changed to microelectrodcs: glass tubes with silver cores puliccl out il a flamc to fine tips.
applicd directly on ro the retina oI frogs. In Stockholm, after 19,10. thesc \,,crc
replaced bv platinum u,ircs insulateci in rnoltcn glass, becausc the silver tips
had a nurnber of undesirable propertics. It should not bc overlookccl that the
first experiments on the frog retina were carried out uncler micro-illumination.
'Ihc spectral Iights wcre reflccted intcrnally lrom a silver-coated glass rod
drar\,n otrt into a fine tip. When this light spot ancl the microelcctrode nere
adjusted relative to one another in order to obLain a prccise responsc. the
distance betra,,een the t$,o tips .was often so great [hat only the optic nerve
fibres themselves could be considered as sources oI the spikes obtained. Although
f have often pointed out this circumstance, our rcsults arc generally being
prescntccl as though they all referred to thc giant gar.rglion cells (Rushton,
19,19), studied some years later in the cat retina.
The main method u'as to illuminate the retina with spectral lights calibrated
with respect to energy and listen to the threshold response of spikes heard in
the loudspeaker. The spectral sensitivity is dcfined by the invcrse value of the
energy required for the threshold rcsponse and this figure was afterwards

corrected for equal quantum intensity in cvery r,vavelength. Optimal signal/
noise ratio was established, partiy by adjusting the rnicroelectrodes, partly by
working zr.t the turning point oI the characteristic curve oI the amplifier.
With this method isolation of single fibres need not necessarily be perfect.
Choice of the threshold response as index implies in itself functional isolation
of the wavelength to which the most sensitive response is obtained. The type of
response used was photographed but the threshold was deter-rnined acoustically. When an eye is 'mixed', i.e. contains both rods and cones in large
numbers, it is necessary to maintain its state of light adaptation by special,
regularly recurring controls. Another advantage of light adaptation is that
threshold responses of even a small group of fibres then are very precise and
sharply delimited, Irlowever, pure cone eyes (grass snake, tortoise) also were
studied.

These experiments, carricd out on many species oI animals, lastcd about
Iive years, the four last ones after my move to Stockholm. They shorvecl that
there were two main types of message to the higher centres: (i) cither the
spectral distribution of sensitivity u,as wide, comprising the whole visible
spectrum, with a maximum around 5600 A (Fig. 5) which shifted to about

Fis.2
Distribution of scnsitivity of modularors from the eyes of rar (dots)r
srinea pig (brokcn line), frog (line
dr:Lvn ;n fun) and snake (intr:rruptcd by circles). The narrow
rhodopsin cur"vc at 5000 A left orri
from original fisrire (Nal&/1, 151. I l.
19.r3).

5000 A after dark adaptation or else (ii) therc were narow bandsJ restrictecl
to three rnajn regions. a!; shown in the samples of Fig. 2. In the don-rinantly rocl
e,ve of rats an occasional narro\i. band alter light adaptation was seen at 5000
A and ascribed to rhodopsin. This is not includecl ir.r the }-igure. I calleci the
broad bands 'dominators' ancl the narrovv bands 'modulators'. Especial care was
devoted to proving that a singlc, rrcll isolated spike could deliver the photopic
5600 A dominator in light adaptatiotl as \.ell as thc 5000 A scotopic clominator
after dark aciaptation. Tiris is the electrophysiological r,ersior.r of the Purkinje
shift from photopic to scotopic vision of u,hich the dominator rt,as held to be
the carrier fibre.
Since the same )lenre filtr-r: can deliver both rod and cone messages these
experiments also showed that there is convergcnce oI rods and cones tou,arcls
the same linal conlmon path. as Cajal's silvcr stains had shown anatomically.
They proved onc more point that seemed to me most important. Clearly, since

a

single fibre coulcl carry hoth rocl and cone mcssages in thc form oI a
dominator band destined for the same upper station, the visual message would
have to be the same. 1{611,, sincc luminosity is the sensory equivalcnt common
to rods and cones-indeecl, the rocls ar"c likel,v to recorcl very little eisc the
brail must reccive a special message of lurninositl, as distir.rct frorn coiour
specification. Wavelength discrimination \.rras tliercfore f.ield to be dependent
on the narro\,l' modulator bands. Sirnilar. bands rverc latcr beautifullv isolatecl
by Donner ( 195 3 ) in the pigcou's eye u.i th the aid oI considerably impr.oved
microclectrodes.

There r,:rs not at the timc enough photochemical u,ork to excludc the possibility that narrolv spectr.rl bancls miglrt reprcscnt absorption spectra of photochemical substances. I thcrefore limited my theoretical interpretation (Granit,
19456. 19+7) to stating that $,avcleDgth discrimination u,as based on the
modulator type of responsc. Later on, my o\t/n lvor.k (summarized in Granit,
1950) and n'ork by others (summarized in Granit. 1962 and in Dartnall, 1962)
led to the vic\,v that the narrowness of the moclulator bands rvas a product of
interaction bet.ween overlapping broad-band absorytion spectra u,hose form in
man soon began to emerge from the valuable ophthalmoscopic lvork of Rushton
(1959) and Weale (1959). Modulation thus came to illustrate a principle com6
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mon jn the nerrral organization of most allerent svstems and signilying a
crispening of the information bv interaction, probably largeiy iirhibitor,v in
Dature.

A great deal of experimental labour rvas invested in the measuring of
dominator cu^res in various eyes and pro\:ing theil con-rposite nature rvith
respect to elemcnts sensitive to diffcrcDt r,,avelengths lsce e.g. Donner and
Granit, 19,t9), a themc tcn vcars later devclopecl bv Donner and Rushton
(1!159 a, D). It is oI some iDterest to observe in retrospect hou, rclatively easy
it rvirs to cliscovcr b,v our methods special sensitivity to bJue light in the eyes
of several mammals comparcd with the difficulties it later encounterecl in
demonstrating a blue-absorbirg substance in human eyes.
The retina of the cat, to r.hich my final work (Granit, 19.t5 a) in this field
\{as devoted, has a considerable numbel ol cones. It sur-pdsed me at fi^t tirat,
in order to demonstrate specilic sensitivity to sevcral dillerent rr:gions of the
spectrum

in the cat's light adapted

eye,

it

$,as neccssary

to have recourse
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sclcctive adaptalion. The explanation is probably that the cat, compared with
pigeon and monkey, has relatively few optic nerve fibres. The idca of the
adaptation experiment was to bleach away a sizeable amount of rhodopsin by
red, green and bluc lights. Since this is a hornogcneous substance, the relative
e{fects of the bleaching lights, whatever their colour, could only be along
proportional ordinatcs as determincd by the ordinates of the absorption
spectrum of these blcaching lights for rhodopsin. Remaining peaks of diffei'ential sensitivit), in diflerent spectral regions would then have to be caused by
cone substances- On the basis of 4000 observations the three curves of Fig. 3
were obtained. I'igure 4 shows the extreme values. Averaging these cur-ves to
add up to the photopic dominator with maximum around 5600 A, the
theoretical curves of Fig.5 were drawn for the basically similar human eye

(its periphery) which do not dilfer very much from curves later obtained
bv various means (see Wald, This Volume).

These results were critisized on the grounds

that the cat does not

see

coloursJ as such an utterly irrelevant attack on retinal data, and since also
proved to be in error. With the highly developed training methods of the
present day it has not proved too difficult to make the cat respond to wavelength differences as distinct from differences of Iuminosity (Mello and Peterson, 1964; Sechzer and Brown, 1964).

In rny Thomas Young Oration at the Roval Institution in London in 19,15
I felt it safe to state: "The mechanism of colour reception is organized by the
peripheral visual apparatus, the number o{ colour-sensitive elements is
relativcly limited, and these elements represent widely dilferent regions of
the visiblo spcctrum. Thosc were Young's three fundamental assumptions. He
u,as right even in assuming three main types of colour-receiving apparatus.
B

These are the three preferential regions within u,hich modulators are found."
I also made some attempts to relate these lindings to colour psychophysics
(Granit, 1943, 1945, 1947) but the somcu,hat monotonous lr,ork of recording
spectral sensitivities and the absence oI photochemical data, gave me a
distaste lor thc whole field, and latcr on the nricroelectrode appr-oach \\,as

takcn over and greatly improved by lresh rninds. I finishcd the Thornas
Young Oration with the statement that I thought rnyself right but "further
cxperience may neverthelcss necessitate modifications. I can only hope that
I shall not have to make thcse cxperiences myself, but that soncbodv else rr.ill
try his hand at the optic nelve. I also feel just noir.that it \\'ould be intcresting
to see lor a u,hile what photochemistry and colour psychophysics could do for'
this fielcl before any further labour is investcd in electrophysiological l"-ork"
(pp.

a62

a63).

In the form of an extensivc review complelecl in 1959, I paid a leave-taking
visit to the field in Volume 7I ol The E1e (Granit, 1962) and found it
occupied by a large number of very competent workers. There was no need
to return to it.
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